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A HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTRUM OF THE TrES-1 PARENT STAR
STRASSMEIER, KLAUS G.1; RICE, JOHN B.21 Astrophysial Institute Potsdam, Germany. e-mail: kstrassmeier�aip.de2 Brandon University, Dept. of Physis & Astronomy, Canada
The Trans-Atlanti Exoplanet Survey (TrES) network have just announed their �rstdisovery of a transiting planet in front of the bright parent star GSC02652-01324 (Alonsoet al. 2004). The planet has been designated TrES-1 and has a mass of 75% of Jupiterand a radius of 1.08 Jupiter radii. The orbital period is 3.030065 days. This makes theTrES-1 system similar to HD209458b (Charbonneau et al. 2000, Henry et al. 2000) exeptfor maybe its radius whih is 20% smaller than HD209458b. As has been mentioned byseveral authors in the past, the diverse nature of exoplanets and their evolutionary statusan only be understood if the astrophysial parameters of the parent star beome knownto very high preision.In this note we present a single high-resolution (R=120,000) spetrum of the parentstar in a 10nm wide wavelength region entered at 671nm (Fig. 1). Our intention is todetermine the lithium and iron abundane of the host star and to obtain an aurate valueof its rotational line broadening. Alonso et al. (2004) have already obtained \moderateresolution" spetra of GSC02652-01324 at Palomar and Kek and lassi�ed the star as asingle K0V star with v sin i �5 km s�1 and with solar metalliity. Our spetrum of theneutral lithium line 670.8nm may also allow a rough estimation of the age of the star and,somewhat indiretly, an estimate of whether there is photospheri surfae ativity or not.Starspots tend to deform spetral line pro�les while the star rotates. In the worst asethis an even mimi radial veloity and photometri variations with amplitudes of theorder observed for the transit of a planet. Moreover, the extremely short orbital period ofTrES-1 of just 3 days suggests that interation with the parent star via a magneti �eldand its assoiated aring and heating is most likely (e.g. Cuntz & Shkolnik 2002).We used the 3.6m CFH (Canada-Frane-Hawaii) telesope and the �ber fed f/8 Gekospetrograph on the night of UT Aug. 31st, 2004. Geko provides a spetral resolutionof 120,000 in 8th order and, with the 4600�2048 13.5�m-pixel EEV1 CCD, gives a 10nmwide wavelength range. A total of 5�900 se exposures enabled a signal-to-noise ratioof around 100:1 per pixel. Spetra of 70 Oph A (K0V; well separated from the K4 B-omponent) and HD166620 (K2V) were used as omparisons. All data redutions andanalysis were arried out with IRAF and inluded bias subtration, at �elding, optimalaperture extration, wavelength alibration with a Th-Ar omparison, and ontinuumsetting with a low-order polynomial �t.
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Figure 1. R=120,000 spetrum of the lithium region of the TrES-1 parent star (top). The otherspetra are omparisons and arbitrarily shifted. Middle spetrum: the K0V-standard star 70 Oph(A)obtained with the same equipment. Lower spetrum: a R=600,000 spetrum of the Sun.
Cross orrelating the TrES-1 spetrum with 70 Oph(A) (vr={10.4�0.5 km s�1 ; Nord-str�om et al. 2004) yields a radial veloity di�erene of {14.76�0.20 km s�1 at the time ofobservation HJD2453248.726.Rotational line broadening was measured by several tehniques. Firstly, we determinea FWHM of 0.113 �A from several unblended lines like Fe i 6703.56�A, Fe i 6713.77�A et.and the alibration of FWHM and v sin i from Fekel (1997). Seondly, the width of theross-orrelation funtion with respet to 70 Oph(A) (v sin i=3.1 km s�1 , Fekel 1997;1.6{2.6 km s�1 , Gray 1984) is used as a omparison (see GriÆn 1991) and, thirdly, aline-pro�le �t with a syntheti model (see below). The \best" weighted average valueis v sin i(TrES-1)=2.8�0.2 (rms) km s�1 with an adopted maroturbulene of 2.0 km s�1and a miroturbulene of 0.5 km s�1 , appropriate for a K0V star (taken from Fekel 1997).Line equivalent widths were measured with the splot routine in IRAF. An upperlimit for the Li i 670.8-nm equivalent width is 2.3�0.2 m�A as ompared to 6 m�A for thenearby Fe i/V i blend. The upper limit for 70 Oph(A) is even smaller, 1.5�0.2 m�A. Theunertainty of just 0.2 m�A is estimated from di�erent types of �ts to the line pro�le, e.g.with a Gaussian pro�le of variable width where only the pro�le points of the red pro�lewing are used for the least-squares �t, from a normal Gaussian �t or from a simple pro�le-area integration. For the well-studied K0V star 70 Oph(A), the Fe i/V i blend on the blueside of the Li line amount to 11.5 m�A. Our upper-limit Li equivalent width for TrES-1 isstill the sum from the two isotopes 6Li and 7Li that remain unresolved in our spetra. Thenon-LTE urves of growth of Pavlenko & Magazz�u (1996) for a 5250 K/log g =4.5 modelonvert an equivalent width of 2.3 m�A of a K0 dwarf into a Li abundane of <1.0 (on thelogn(H)=12.00 sale). Using the same abundane sale, the observed solar photospheriLi abundane listed by Grevesse & Sauval (1998) is 1.16�0.1, and the Li 670.8-nm line
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appears to have an equivalent width of around 2 m�A as measured from daylight spetrawith the same setup (Strassmeier et al. 1999). This indiates that the upper limit givenabove for Li in TrES-1 is reasonable.

Figure 2. Syntheti �ts to the observed (dots) Fe i 6703.568-�A line pro�le of TrES-1. Shown are �tswith three logarithmi iron abundanes of 6.50, 6.83, and 7.44 (=solar). The best �t is with 6.83�0.02.
Various line ratios of TrES-1 learly resemble 70 Oph(A) but individual lines showresidual intensities weaker by a fator �2, e.g., the unblended Fe i 6703.568�A has anequivalent width of 22.1�1.5 m�A and a residual intensity of 0.826 in TrES-1 but 53.5�1.0m�A and 0.625 in 70 Oph(A), respetively (the equivalent width errors ome again fromvarious types of �ts to the line pro�les but are larger here beause of line asymmetriesdue to unresolved blends). This suggests a signi�antly lower metalliity for TrES-1than for 70 Oph(A). Note that Nordstr�om et al. (2004) already list [Fe/H℄={0.25 for70 Oph(A). Therefore, we omputed syntheti �ts for parts of the TrES-1 spetrum usingthe TempMap ode (Rie 2002) with a log g=4.5 and Te�=5250-K ATLAS-9 atmosphere(Fig. 2). We �rst �t a R=600,000 spetrum of the Sun to verify or revise some of thetransition probabilities of weaker lines from urrent line lists, e.g., Kuruz (1993) listslog gf={3.160 for Fe i 6703.568�A, whih we revise to {3.050. A minimization of the O-Csthen yields a logarithmi iron abundane of 6.83�0.02 for TrES-1 (on the logn(H)=12.00sale), as ompared to the solar value of 7.44 (e.g Bellot Rubio & Borrero 2002). Notethat the abundane error is just an internal error from the �ts to several Fe i line pro�les.A standard value for the miroturbulene of 0.5 km s�1 and a radial-tangential maro-turbulene of 2.0 km s�1 were adopted. As noted before, v sin i was re�ned during the�tting proess to be 2.8�0.2 km s�1 . The di�erential logarithmi iron abundane of ap-proximately {0.6 (with logn(Fe�)=7.44) is therefore not ompatible with the assumptionof solar metalliity in the preliminary analysis of Alonso et al. (2004). Finally, we em-
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phasize that having a metalliity less than solar is apparently unusual for stars that haveextrasolar planets (Santos et al. 2004).
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